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Abstract Content 

Haemonchus contortus is one of the main small ruminant parasites in tropical areas and its control is 
traditionally done through the utilization of synthetic anthelmintics such as benzimidazoles (BZ). BZ 
resistance is associated to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) located in the β-tubulin isotype 1 
gene: F200Y, F167Y and E198A. Here we describe the rise of resistant mutations within a completely 
susceptible isolate (Inbred-susceptible-Edinburgh - ISE) in an experimental infection model in 3 sheep 
treated with increasing oxfendazole doses. After initial infection and rise in fecal egg counts, the drug 
regimen started with subdoses as low as 30% of the recommended dosage and were gradually increased 
to 100% over the course of a year. Experimental animals were infected every 1.5 months with 5,000 L3 
larvae cultured from feces collected one week after each treatment. After an initial period when resistance 
was only detected in the F200Y locus, both resistant polymorphisms (F200Y and F167Y) were detected 
in increasing frequencies after each treatment. Eventually resistance at F200Y stationed at frequencies 
around 70% and decreased while resistance frequencies at F167Y kept rising and finally stationed at 
around 75%. Resistance at E198A was never detected in the studied period. Our study provide insights 
into the speed as to which each polymorphism may rise as BZ dosage increases converting a susceptible 
parasite population into a highly resistant one within a short time period. 
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